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Chairs

Art. 02_59_02_006

Chairs, Model BT21, in rosewood with knob detail. Seat and backrests upholstered with striped fabric.

Dimension: 50 x 50 x 72cmh
Designer: Vestervig Eriksen
Producer: Brothers Tromborg’s Eftf Furniture Aarhus
Origin: Denmark 1950-60’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Excellent

N° 4 pieces available
Chairs, Model BT21, in rosewood with knob detail. Seat and backrests upholstered with black sky.

Dimension: 50 x 50 x 72 cmh
Designer: Vestervig Eriksen
Producer: Brothers Tromborg’s Eftf Furniture Aarhus
Origin: Denmark 1950-60's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good, some signs of wear

No. 1 piece available
Dining chairs with frames made of solid teak, seats with natural cord.

Dimension: 50cm x 48cm x 73cm H
Designer: Niels O. Møller
Producer: J L Miller’s Furniture.
Origin: Denmark 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Perfect

4 pieces available
Art 02_12_02_012

Chairs, Model J67, made of teak with dole shaped legs.

Dimension : 48cm x 48cm x 78cm H
Designer: Eivind A. Johansen
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1950-60’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good, some sign of wear.

N° 6 pieces available

450 Euro/each
Art. 02_00_02_020

“country style” chairs in light wood

Dimension: 45 x 45 x 75
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1950-60’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good, some sign of wear.

N° 4 pieces available
Art. 02_146_02_025

Painted black oak chairs Model J 77

Dimension: 50 x 47 x 72 h cm
Designer: Folke Palsson
Producer: FDB Mobler
Origin: Denmark 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good
N° 5 pieces available
Art. 02_22_02_026

Set of four “Heart” chairs in teak, model 4103

Dimensions: 45 x 47 x 72 h cm

Designer: H. J. Wegner

Producer: Fritz Hansen

Origin: Denmark 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: very good

N° 3 pieces available
Art. 02_156_02_031

**Fanett model** teak chair

Dimension : 50 x 52cm

Designer: Ilmar Tapiovaara

Producer: Edsby Verken

Origin: Finland

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: very good

N° 5+2 pieces available (two with high back)
Chairs

Art. 02_156_02_032

**Fanett model** teak chair with black legs and backrest

Dimension : 50 x 52cm

Designer: Ilmar Tapiovaara

Producer: Edsby Verken

Origin: Finland

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: very good

N° 5 pieces available
Art. 02_162_02_033

Pirtti model teak chair

Dimension: 40 x 43cm x 78cmh

Designer: Eero Aarnio

Producer: Laukaan Puu

Origin: Finland

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: very good

N° 4 pieces available
Art. 02_167_02_035

Dining chairs in pine

Dimension: 55 x 48cm x 73cmh

Designer: Karl Andersson

Producer: Andersson and sons

Origin: Sweden

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: good

N° 4 pieces available
Art. 02_156_02_036

Fanett model  teak chair with black legs and rounded backrest

Dimension : 50 x 52cm
Designer: Ilmar Tapiovaara
Producer: EdsbyVerken
Origin: Finland
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good
N° 2 pieces available
Armchairs

Art. 02_50_03_002

Armchairs in teak, seat and back with upholstery covered in black leather.

Dimension:
Designer: Poul M. Volther
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Scandinavian
Condition: Good.

N° 2 pieces available
Armchairs

Art. 02_00_03_004

Danish furniture producer. Armchair with frame in stained teak, seat and back upholstered in light wool.

Dimension:
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1950
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

N° 1 piece available
Armchairs

Art 02_25_03_005

Ib Kofoed Larsen.

Shell chair with frame in stained beech, seat and back in molded walnut.

Designed in 1950,
Dimension:
Designer: Ib Kofoed Larsen
Producer: Cristiansen furniture manufacturer.
Origin: Denmark 1950’s.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

N° 1 piece available
Armchairs

Art. 02_14_03_007

“Diplomat” chairs in rosewood and leather.

Dimension: 82cmh x 69cm x 54cmD

Designer: Finn Yuhl

Producer: France & Daverkosen

Origin: Denmark 1960s.

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Discrete

N° 2 pieces available
Armchairs

Art. 02_00_03_008

Armchairs (5) with armrests and leg structure in teak with seat and back rest in grey Kvadrat fabric. Completely restored.

Dimension:

Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very Good. Completely restored and re-upholstered.

N° 4 pieces available
Armchairs

Art 02_105_03_006

Lounge chair with frame of teak, upholstered backrest and seat in fabric.

Dimension:
Designer: Hans Olsen
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1960’s.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Discrete to be re-upholstered and restored.

N° 2 pieces available
Dining armchair chair with frame of teak, upholstered backrest and seat in fabric.

Dimension:
Designer: Karl Erik Ekselius
Producer: Unknown

Origin: Sweden 1960's.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Discrete to be re-upholstered
N° 5 pieces available
Lounge chairs
in beech wood, cushions of weathered brown leather.

Dimension: H. 91 cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good.

No. 1 pieces available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_61_04_039

Pantonova, model.
Frame in black lacquered steel wire, removable cover, covered with orange wool.

Dimension: H 74 cm, W 57 cm, D 64 cm
Designer: Verner Panton
Producer: Fritz Hansen
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good some signs of wear.

N° 2 pieces available

1600 Euro/pair
Lounge Chairs

Art 02_34_04_040

Lounge Chairs.

Model Modus. Easy chair upholstered in black leather with oak frame.

Dimension:
Designer: Kristian S. Vedel
Producer: Søren Willadsen
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good some signs of wear.

N° 1 piece available
**Lounge Chairs**

Art 02_03_04_043

*Lounge chairs in cherry wood* upholstered with green wool cushions.

Dimension:  
Designer: Andreas Hansen  
Producer: Unknown  
Origin: Unknown  
Collection: Scandinavian  
Condition: Very good.

N° 2 pieces available

**BE MODERN**  
XX Century Design Collection
Lounge Chairs

Art 02_00_04_102
Armchairs, in teak and fabric
Dimensions: 65 cm x 72 cm x 85 cmh
Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Sweden, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
N° 2 pieces available
Art. 02_09_04_109

“Model 117” pair of armchairs in teak and fabric

Dimensions: 62cm x 69cm x 75cmh

Designer: Tove and Edvard Kindt-Larsen

Producer: France and Daverkosen

Origin: Denmark, 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: excellent

N° 2 pieces available
Art 02_142_04_110

"Domostols" model armchair in teak and fabric

Dimensions: 62cm x 69cm x 75cmh

Designer: Bengt Ruda

Producer: Nordiska Kompaniets

Origin: Norway, 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: good

N° 1 piece available
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_50_04_121
Model J55 armchair in teak and fabric
Dimensions: 66cm x 70cm x 56cmh
Designer: Poul L. Volther
Producer: France and Daverkosen
Origin: Denmark, 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good
N° 1 piece available

600 Euro/each
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_65_04_124

Teak and fabric lounge chair model “Pernilla” in birch wood, canvas and Kvadrat fabric

Dimensions: 75cm x 80cm x 98cmh

Designer: Bruno Mathson

Producer: Dux

Origin: Denmark, 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: excellent with new upholstery

N° 2 pieces available
Art 02_142_04_125

Trivia Armchairs, in teak and fabric

Dimensions: 65cm x 72cm x 85cmh

Designer: Bengt Ruda

Producer: Nordiska Kompaniet

Origin: 1960’s

Collection: Scandinavian

N° 2 pieces available
Art. 02_50_04_126
Model J55 armchair in teak and fabric
Dimensions: 66cm x 70cm x 56cmh
Designer: Poul L. Volther
Producer: France and Daverkosen
Origin: Denmark, 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good
N° 1 piece available
Art 02_142_04_130

Armchairs, in teak and fabric

Dimensions: 65cm x 72cm x 85cmh

Designer: Bengt Ruda

Producer: Nordiska Kompaniet

Origin: Sweden, 1960’s

Collection: Scandinavian

N° 2 pieces available
Art 02_00_04_131
Armchairs, in rosewood and fabric
Dimensions: 65cm x 72cm x 85cmh
Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
N° 2 pieces available
Condition: good
Art. 02_44_04_133

“Colonial” PJ 149 chair in rosewood and cognac leather

Dimensions: 70cmD x 65cmW x 84cmh

Designer: Ole Wansher

Producer: Poul Jeppesen

Origin: Denmark, designed in 1949

Collection: Scandinavian

N° 1 piece available

Condition: very good
Art. 02_44_04_134

Pair of “PJ 112” armchairs in rosewood and fabric

Dimensions: 65cm x 72cm x 85cmh

Designer: Ole Wanscher

Producer: Poul Jeppesen

Origin: Denmark, 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

N° 4 pieces available

Condition: very good
Art 02_002_04_137
Pair of Paimio Model 41 lounge chairs
Dimensions: 84cmD x 61cmW x 65cmH
Designer: Alvar Aalto
Producer: Artek
Origin: Finland, 1970's designed in 1938
Collection: Scandinavian
N° 2 piece available
Condition: very good
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_22_04_140

Pair of “Cigar” armchairs in teak and fabric

Dimensions: 65cm x 72cm x 85cmh

Designer: Hans Wegner

Producer: Getama

Origin: Denmark, 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

N° 2 pieces available

Condition: excellent
Art. 02_00_04_141

Armchair in teak and fabric

Dimensions: 70cm x 72cm x 85cmh

Designer: attributed to Folke Ohlson

Producer: Dux

Origin: Sweden 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

№ 1 piece available

Condition: to be reupholstered
Art. 02_00_04_142

Armchair in teak and fabric

Dimensions: 70cm x 72cm x 80cmh

Designer: unknown

Producer: unknown

Origin: Sweden 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

№ 1 piece available

Condition: to be reupholstered
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_19_04_143

Armchair in teak and fabric

Dimensions: 70cm x 72cm x 80cmh

Designer: Grete Jalk

Producer: France and Sons

Origin: Denmark 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

N° 1 piece available

Condition: excellent
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_22_04_144

GE 375 model
Pair of lounge chairs, in teak, cushions in Kwadrat fabric

Dimensions: 65 cm x 72 cm x 70 cmh

Designer: Hans Wegner

Producer: Getama

Origin: Denmark, 1960’s

Collection: Scandinavian

N° 2 pieces available

Condition: very good
Art 02_141_04_145

Pair of lounge chairs, in oak and
Dimensions: 65cm x 72cm x 70cmh
Designer: Folke Ohlsson
Producer: Dux
Origin: Sweden, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
N° 2 pieces available
Condition: very good
Lounge Chairs

Art 02_47_04_146

Lounge chairs, in teak, rattan and fabric

Dimensions: 65cm x 72cm x 70cmh

Designer: Peter Hvidt & Orla Mølgaard-Nielsen

Producer: France and Son

Origin: Denmark, 1960's

Collection: Scandinavian

N° 3 pieces available + matching sofa

Condition: very good

BE MODERN
XX Century Design Collection
Lounge Chairs

Art. 02_00_04_147

lounge chairs, in teak and fabric

Dimensions: 65cm x 72cm x 70cm h

Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian

N° 1 piece available
Condition: very good
Art. 02_44_05_016

Sofa in teak and natural fabric. Newly upholstered
Dimension : 140 cm
Designer : Ole Wanscher
Producer: France and Daverkosen
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Excellent

N° 1 pieces available
Art. 02_00_05_017

Sofa-daybed in teak and red Kwadrat fabric
Newly upholstered
Dimension : 194 cm x 74cm (open 110cmW)
Designer: Unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Denmark
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Excellent

№ 1 pieces available
Art. 02_22_05_020

GE 236 model Large sofa in wood and grey Kwadrat fabric. Newly upholstered

Dimension: 237 cm x 74 cm
Designer: Hans Wegner
Producer: Getama
Origin: Denmark, 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Excellent

N° 1 pieces available
Art. 02_47_05_021

sofa, in teak, rattan and fabric

Dimensions: 180cm x 72cm x 70cmh

Designer: Peter Hvidt & Orla Mølgaard-Nielsen

Producer: France and Son

Origin: Denmark, 1960’s

Collection: Scandinavian

N° 1 piece available + n° 3 matching armchairs available

Condition: very good
Art. 02_00_05_022

Oak and fabric sofa

Dimension: 180 cm x 74 cm

Designer: unknown

Producer: unknown

Origin: Denmark, 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Excellent

N° 1 pieces available
Art. 02_25_05_023

Kandidaten model sofa in walnut, upholstered in grey Kwadrat fabric.

Dimension: 192 cm x 72 cm x 72 cmh

Designer: Ib Kofod Larsen

Producer: OPE

Origin: Denmark, 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Excellent

No. 1 pieces available
Art. 02_141_05_024

Sofa in teak and fabric
Dimension: 185 cm x 72 cmh
Designer: Folke Ohlsson
Producer: DUX
Origin: Sweden, 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Excellent

№ 1 pieces available
Dining Tables

Art. 02_00_06_003

Teak table with Dutch leaves.

Dimension: Chair: H. 80cm Table: H. 75, B. 86, L. 137cm (measured without extraction)
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Danish furniture manufacturer.
Origin: Denmark 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good

N° 1 piece
Art. 02_155_06_014

Set of one table and four chairs “Sorgarten” model

Dimension, table: 140 cm x 80 x 75 cmh

Designer: Carl Malmsten

Producer: unknown

Origin: Sweden, 1963

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: excellent

No 1 set of one table with four chairs
Art 02_00_06_016

Round dining table in teak with two extensions

Dimension, table: 110cm diam. with two extensions of 40cm each

Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: excellent
N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_157_06_018

Rectangular dining table in teak with two side extensions

Dimension, table: 140 x 84 cm
open: 240 cm x 84 cm

Designer: Arne Hovmand-Olsen
Producer: Skovmand & Andersen
Origin: Denmark, 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: excellent, signed
N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_77_06_019

Rectangular dining table in teak with two side flaps

Dimension: 170 x 80 cm
open: 242 cm x 80 cm

Designer: J. Andersen
Producer: unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good
N° 1 pieces available
Art. 02_00_06_020

Rectangular dining table in teak with two side flaps

Dimension: 120 x 80cm
open: 240cm x 80cm

Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown

Origin: Denmark, 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

N° 1 piece available
Art 02_171_06_030

Rectangular dining table in teak with two side flaps

Dimension: 140 x 90 cm
open: 250 cm x 90 cm

Designer: Karl Erik Ekselius
Producer: JOC Mobel AB
Origin: Denmark, 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good
N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_77_06_031

Rectangular dining table in teak with two side flaps

Dimension: 150 x 80cm
open: 260cm x 80cm

Designer: Johannes Andersen
Producer: Hans Bech’s Mobelfabrik

Origin: Denmark, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_22_06_032

Suite: round dining table in teak with 6 heart chairs

Dimension, table: 120cm diam x 71cmh

Designer: Hans Wegner

Producer: Fritz Hansen

Origin: Denmark, 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_06_033

Round dining table in teak with 3 leaves (one with a pron)

Dimension: 119 cm diam x 72 cm h
269 cm x 119 cm

Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good
N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_06_034

Round dining table in teak (extensions missing)

Dimension: 118cm x 75cmh

Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_42_06_035

Model 12,

Rectangular dining table in teak with two side extensions

Dimension: 90cm x 75cmh x 130/236cm

Designer: Niels O Moller

Producer: J.L. Mollers Mobelfabrik

Origin: Denmark, 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_07_010

Set of nesting tables in rosewood.

Dimension: Medium H. 46cm 48.5 x 38cm
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with some sign of wear

N° 1 set of 3 available
Art. 02_00_07_014

Losange shaped coffee table in teak with five dole shaped legs.

Dimension: H. 51 x L. 205 x D. 60 cm
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1950's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with some sign of wear.

N° 1 piece available
Art 02_00_07_017

Coffee table of rosewood, with side laminate leaf

Dimension : H. 50 L. 160 B. 65 c.m.
Designer : Unknown
Producer : Unknown
Origin : Denmark.
Collection : Scandinavian
Condition : Good.

N° 1 piece available
Art 02_62_07_018

Rectangular coffee table made of teak. V-shaped legs / frame; inserted plate with Micro tiles.

Dimension: H. 49 cm L. 153 cm B. 52 cm.
Designer: Illums Bolighus
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Perfect

N° 1 piece available
Art 02_00_07_025

Coffee table.
Solid wood, rectangular frame with rounded edges. Top in smoked brown glass.

Dimension: H 46 cm x W 145 cm x D 71 cm
Design: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with some sign of wear.

N° 1 piece available
Coffee Tables

Art. 02_00_07_027

Coffee Table in rosewood, side plate in black laminate, other side with drawer.

Dimension: H. 54 L. 160 B. 58 cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with some sign of wear.

N° 1 piece available
Børge Mogensen. Coffee table in teak, with raised edges, Model 264

Dimension H. 46 cm. L. 182 cm. B. 56 cm.
Designer: Børge Mogensen
Producer: Fredericia Furniture
Origin: Denmark, 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with minimal signs of wear.

№ 1 piece available
Coffee Tables

Art. 02_00_07_038

Danish furniture producer. Coffee table in teak, rectangular plate,

Dimension : H. 52 L. 150 W. 55 cm

Designer : Unknown

Producer : Unknown

Origin: Denmark, 1960's

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Very Good

N° 1 piece available
Square coffee table in rosewood

Dimension: 74cm x 74cm x 50cm h

Designer: Severin Hansen

Producer: Haslev Møbelsnedker

Origin: Denmark, 1960's

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Very Good

N° 1 piece available

Dimension: H. 52 L. 57 D. 39 cm. (3)

Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very Good

N° 1 set of 3
Art. 02_77_07_046


Dimensions: H. 54 L. 150 W. 70 cm.

Designer: Johannes Andersen
Producer: CFC Silkeborg
Origin: Denmark 1960
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good.

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_57_07_065

Rectangular rosewood coffee table with curved top

Dimensions: 154cm x 56cm x 49cmh

Designer: Svante Skogh

Producer: SMI

Origin: Sweden

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: very good

No. 1 piece available
**Art. 02_143_07_066**

Round table in teak veneer and copper

Dimensions: diam 40 cm x 44cmh

Designer: Albert Larsson

Producer: Alberts Tibro

Origin: Sweden, 1952

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: very good

N° 1 pieces available in copper
Art. 02_65_07_072

“Anika” model coffee table
Dimension: 95cm diam x 55cmh

Designer: Bruno Mathsson
Producer: Dux
Origin: Sweden 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good
N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_07_074

Tris of nesting tables in teak

Dimension : 57cm x 40cm x 47cmh

Designer: unknown

Producer: unknown

Origin: Denmark 1960’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Very good

N° 1 set available
Art. 02_00_07_076

Double serving tray table in teak and metal

Dimension: diam 40cm x 60cm h

Designer: unknown

Producer: J H Fabrikerna, Savsjo

Origin: Sweden 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Very good

No. 1 available
Art. 02_00_07_079

Bis of side tables in teak

Dimensions: H. 45 L. 50 W. 35 cm.

Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Denmark 1950
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: excellent
Art. 02_00_07_080

Coffee Table in rosewood, with two drawers.

Dimensions: H. 51 L. 150 W. 60 cm.

Designer: unknown

Producer: unknown

Origin: Denmark, 1960’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: excellent
Art 02_144_07_082

Krobo bench in teak

Dimensions: 300cmW x 37cmD x 41cmH

Designer: Torbjørn Afdal

Producer: Bruksbo Mobler

Origin: Norway, 1960’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: excellent
Art. 02_00_07_083

Bis of nest tables in teak

Dimensions: H. 45 L. 50 W. 35 cm.

Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Denmark 1950
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: excellent
Art. 02_00_07_084

Tris of side tables in teak with drawer

Dimensions: H. 45 L. 50 W. 35 cm.

Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good
Art. 02_00_07_090

Tris of side tables in teak with drawer

Dimensions: H. 45 L. 50 W. 35 cm.

Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Denmark, 1950’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good
Art. 02_77_07_090

F 102 Model, coffee table in rosewood

Dimensions: H. 54 L. 150 W. 73,5 cm.

Designer: Johannes Andersen

Producer: NYA Mobelfabriken

Origin: Denmark/Sweden, 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: very good
Art. 02_00_07_090

Occasional table in teak with side extension and two drawers

Dimensions: H. 51 L. 115 cm W. 67/51 cm.

Designer: unknown

Producer: unknown

Origin: Denmark, 1950’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: good
Teak sideboard,
front with four drawers and two sliding doors which enclose shelves.

Dimension: H. 82 L. 154 D. 49 cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Danish furniture manufacturer
Origin: Denmark 1960's.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Minimal signs of wear.
Note: To be restored

N° 1 piece available
Art 02_00_09_016

Teak low dressing table with two drawers and one small cabinet. Perfect use as a night table or hall entrance telephone stand.

Dimension: H 60 x L 80 x W 40 cm
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1950-60's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good.

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_036

Sideboard in teak with sliding doors and five drawers

Dimension: 164 cm x 45 cm x 77 cm h
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Sweden, 1960’s
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good
N° 1 pieces available
Art. 02_00_09_038

Sewing trolley
Sewing trolley of rosewood basket with drawer, mounted on wheels.

Dimension: H. 52 x L 70 x W 45 cm.
Designer: Unknown
Producer: Unknown
Origin: Denmark 1950's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Good with some sign of wear
N° 1 pieces available
Art. 02_00_09_040

Bookcase in rosewood

Dimension: H132 x L200 x B32 cm

Designer: Unknown

Producer: Unknown

Origin: Denmark 1950's

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Good

N° 1 pieces available
Art. 02_00_09_048

Organic small credenza

Dimension: H65 x 120 x 43 cm

Designer: Unknown

Producer: Unknown

Origin: Denmark 1950's

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_050

Sideboard in teak

Dimension : H76cm x 183cm x 48cm

Designer : Unknown

Producer: Butility

Origin: Denmark 1950's

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Very good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_052

Cabinet in teak with shelves folding and sliding doors.

Dimension: H121 cm x 195 cm x 31 cm

Designer: Unknown

Producer: Unknown

Origin: Denmark 1960's

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Very good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_145_09_053

Cabinet in teak veneer and black painted wood with two doors and shelves.
Dimension: H170cm x 100cm x 35cm
Designer: Gillis Lundgren
Producer: Ikea
Origin: Sweden 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: Very good
N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_056

Sideboard in rosewood

Dimension: H 75cm x 210cm x 41cm

Designer: Unknown

Producer: Unknown

Origin: Denmark 1960’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Very good

N° 1 piece available
**Art. 02_00_09_059**

Sideboard in rosewood.

**Dimension:** H 105cm x 125cm x 40cm

**Designer:** Unknown

**Producer:** Unknown

**Origin:** Denmark 1960’s

**Collection:** Scandinavian

**Condition:** Very good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_062

Large sideboard in light wood veneer

Dimension: H 77 cm x 235 cm x 45 cm

Designer: Unknown

Producer: Unknown

Origin: Sweden 1960’s

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Very good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_066

Sideboard in teak with two doors and drawers
Dimension: 170W x 45D x 81H cm
Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Sweden 1960's
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

1 pieces available
**Art. 02_00_09_067**

sideboard in teak with two doors and drawers
Dimension: 170W x 45D x D. 81H cm
Designer: unknown
Producer: unknown
Origin: Sweden 1960’s.
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: very good

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_069

Sideboard in rosewood veneer

Dimension: 160cm x 60cmh x 42cmD

Designer: Unknown

Producer: Unknown

Origin: Norway 1960's.

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Some wear.

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_072

Sideboard “Korsor” with two sliding doors and drawers

Dimension:
184cmW x 42cmD x 78cmH

Designer: Unknown

Producer: Ikea

Origin: Sweden 1960’s.

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Some wear.

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_00_09_080

Sideboard “Korsor” with two sliding doors and drawers

Dimension: 200 cmW x 46 cmD x 78 cmH

Designer: Unknown

Producer: Scaraborg

Origin: Sweden 1960’s.

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Some wear.

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_172_09_081

Organic shape Set made of one shelf with drawer and one mirror

Dimension: shelf: 80cm L / Mirror 77cm x 37cm

Designer: Tornbjorn Bekken

Producer: Rastad & Relling

Origin: Norway, 1960’s.

Collection: Scandinavian

Condition: Some wear.

N° 1 piece available
Art. 02_60_13_001

Oregon pine beds with bed support made of white ash wood. Fittings made of brass.

Dimension: H. 64 cm. L. 206 cm. B. 90 cm.
Designer: Vilhelm Wohlert
Producer: Inventa A / S Objectives.
Origin: Sweden
Collection: Scandinavian
Condition: some signs of wear
N° 2 pieces available